
The Class
● 29 students in Senora Muller’s 2nd 

period Spanish 4 class. 
○ majority are seniors
○ IB oral exam preparation

● None of the students have any 
specific IEPs, 504 plans, special 
accommodations, or needs.

● Students are expected to speak in 
Spanish the entire class-time.

● They are allowed to use their phones 
in class for research purposes.



Essential Questions 
● How does art help us understand the lives 

of people of different times, places, and 
cultures? 

● How is art used to impact the views of a 
society? 

● What role does persistence play in 
revising, refining, and developing work? 

● How do artists and designers learn from 
trial and error?

● How can the viewer "read" a work of art?
● The process of art criticism? 

● Social and political context 
● Art and Activism: art and manifesto’s 

power to change to society
● Collage
● Layering
● Trial and error
● Art Criticism

Big Ideas



Elegant Problem:
Over the course of 6 lessons, Baltimore 
City College Advanced Spanish 
Language students will combine their 
learning of South and Central American 
activists with Surrealist symbolism, 
self-portraiture, and landscapes to make 
and present multimedia collage of 
environmental portraiture that reflects 
solidarity with other environmental 
activists. Artists will also prepare an 
artist statement in the form of an artist 
manifesto to present their work in 
Spanish. 

(Monica’s teaching art example)



Preparation
● Met with Sra. Muller over coffee to 

discuss unit ideas.

● Supplies:
○ Trip to Home Depot for wooden 

canvases and priming them 
○ Green folders with worksheets 

and schedules
○ Stealing the CA 2001 drying rack

● Powerpoint and worksheets all in 
Spanish and reviewed by Sra. Muller



Lesson Review



Lesson 1 ● VA:Cr3.1.Ia - Apply relevant 
criteria from traditional and 

contemporary cultural contexts 
to examine, reflect on, and plan 
revisions for works of art and 
design in progress.

● VA:Cn11.1.IIIa - Appraise the 
impact of an artist or a group of 
artists on the beliefs, values, 
and behaviors of a society.

“Hoy en clase, vamos a:

● Discutir nuestros pensamientos 
sobre las huelgas climáticas del 
precalentar

● Aprender más sobre la vida y el 
arte de Frida Kahlo

● Descubrir el plan de nuestros 6 
clases juntos

… para crear arte que refleja nuestras 
perspectivas y solidaridad en la lucha 
contra cambio climático.”



Teaching 
Strategies

● Introduction

● See/Think/Wonder

● Artist of Interest: 

Frida Kahlo 

● Humor



Lesson 1 - Humor
¿Conocen a Frida Khalo?



Teaching Strategies: Setting Expectations
● Unit Overview 
● Teacher Example
● RUBRICS!



Lesson 1 -  Photos



Lesson 2
Objective:
Today we will explore other 
environmentally-focused artists and 
activists, and begin working on our 
collage portraits.

NVAS:
VA:Cr1.2.IIa - Choose from a range 
of materials and methods of 
traditional and contemporary 
artistic practices to plan works of art 
and design.

VA:Pr6.1.IIa - Make, explain, and 
justify connections between artists 
or artwork and social, cultural, and 
political history.



Warm-up: Planning Picture Placement
Cut out images and placed them 
on their board (without gluing) to 
see how they would do their 
background. 



Artist Exemplars 
Jessie DeSantis

She uses symbols of her Guatemalan 
heritage rooted in her Baltimore 

neighborhood to convey her identity

Marcelo Monreal Johanna Goodman



Painting our backgrounds
We defined these terms with 
them and suggested they 
colorblock their backgrounds. 



Lesson 2 - photos



Lesson 3
NVAS - VA:Re.7.2.IIa - Evaluate the 
effectiveness of an image or images 
to influence ideas, feelings, and 
behaviors of specific audiences. 

Essential Question:What is the 
value of engaging in the process of 
art criticism? How can the viewer 
"read" a work of art as text? How 
does knowing and using visual art 
vocabulary help us understand and 
interpret works of art?

Hoy en clase, vamos a:

● Responder y leer arte de Diego 
Rivera para descubrir el 
significado.

● Definir que es un manifiesto
● Aprender a varios manifiestos 

políticos y artísticos.
● Empezar a escribir nuestro propio 

manifiesto.

…. para crear nuestro propio 
manifiesto que relata al collage.



Teaching Strategies

● Small Group formal analysis
● Direct teaching of the Communist manifesto
● Return to the analysis to discuss how political and social context changes 

interpretation



Teaching 
Strategies: 
Examples
● Real life examples
● Videos 
● Political Cartoons



Lesson 3 - photos



Lesson 4 
Objective: 

Today we will learn about painting 
layering techniques like washes and 
decollage to incorporate into their 
work. If finished with your art, we will 
also have an opportunity for 
peer-editing of our artist manifestos.

NVAS:

VA:Cr2.1.IIa:  Through 
experimentation, practice, and 
persistence, demonstrate acquisition 
of skills and knowledge in a chosen 
art form.



Decollage/Oil Pastels/Layering



Lesson 4 -
photos



Lesson 5
“Hoy en clase, vamos a:

● Conocer Mark Bradford, un artista 
que usa los métodos de collage con 
éxito y explorar la lenguaje visual que 
crea. 

● Trabajar y terminar nuestros collages. 
Si has terminado tu arte, trabaja en el 
manifiesto. 

● Repasar las rúbricas y  las 
expectativas para las calificaciones.”

VA:Cr2.1.IIa:  Through 
experimentation, practice, and 
persistence, demonstrate acquisition 
of skills and knowledge in a chosen 
art form.



Teaching Strategies ● Meditative Warm-up
● Artist Exemplar: Mark Bradford

○ Art21 video 

○ discussion with Visual Thinking Strategies

● Review of vocabulary and (again) of rubrics



Lesson 5- photos



Lesson 6
Objective: Today we will learn about 
how to critique artwork, in order to 
participate in a gallery walk and 
discuss our projects.

NVAS:

VA:Cn11.1.IIa: Compare uses of 
art in a variety of societal, cultural, 
and historical contexts and make 
connections to uses of art in 
contemporary and local contexts.

VA:Pr5.1.8a: Collaboratively 
prepare and present selected theme 
based artwork for display, and 
formulate exhibition narratives for 
the viewer.



See/Think/Wonder
This was the second time filling 
out the see/think/wonder with 
this image.

They did improve with being 
able to talk more about the 
symbolism in this painting. 



PQP Gallery Walk Critique
PRAISE What is praiseworthy about this piece? What 
is well done? Does it give the impression that this is an 
environmental piece? Is their craftsmanship neat? Is their 
message clear?

QUESTION What is one question you have for the 
artist? What about their collage doesn’t go along with 
their narrative? Does their collage make you want to 
know more about who their activist is? 

PROPOSAL What is something they could improve 
on? Do you want to see more symbols about their activist 
and cause?



Lesson 6 - photos



Completed Collages





Videos of students talking about 
their collage

Mary-Joseph Jemmel

https://docs.google.com/file/d/19vh8GTFjRuYIUN5cF_LT-3zJfam3LI0m/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1XBHnlYGzG6NMxNVeMmoL4V9Kfzqlftgu/preview


Thank you! ¡Gracias¡

Señorita MeredithSeñorita Mónica


